INTRODUCTION TO AGILE

Course Code: 2506

Lay the foundation for building your Agile success.

Agile success demands a strong and stable foundation.

To incorporate an Agile methodology or practice into your SDLC with an expectation of shredding the rigid discipline of your current method is a sure path to failure. The common misconception is that Agility means lack of order, which is not the case. Agility in software requires strong discipline. In order to successfully implement Agility, you must have a solid foundation in the practices and procedures you wish to adapt and learn how to follow those practices correctly while tying them to rigid quality goals.

This workshop will give you the foundation of knowledge and experience you need. Get the techniques, skills, and tools that enable you to build Agile discipline.

Define the principles, advantages, and disadvantages of Agile development. Get first-hand experience by organizing and participating in an Agile team. Put the concepts you learn to practice instantly in the classroom project. Understand and learn how to take advantage of the opportunities for Agile. Finally get a detailed understanding and practice the collaboration and communication needed between customer and developers for Agile to succeed.

What You’ll Learn

• Agile principles and how to build the discipline to support those principles in your everyday practice
• History of Agile and how the collection of principles and practices came together to enable customer success
• Agile methodologies, including Scrum, Extreme Programming, AgileUP, Feature Driven Development, Lean Development, and DSDM
• Best practices from the various methodologies that will contribute to your team success
• Talk the talk: Agile terminology, roles, and forums with their context
• Walk, but not run; Walk through the processes that support Agile principles to enable the delivery of great products
• Begin to map the transition of your existing or enterprise-level processes, artifacts, and forums to Agile
• The power of Agile teams through communication, collaboration, and cadence
• Pitfalls that teams will encounter in an Agile transition and how to overcome
those challenges
• Lay the foundation upon which you can build a learning team and organization

Who Needs to Attend
• Project managers
• Analysts
• Developers
• Programmers
• Testers
• IT manager/directors
• Software engineers
• Software architects
• Customers
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Classroom Live Outline

1. Agile Overview: Why Agile?
   • Agile Methods: Principles and Practices
   • Agile Benefits: What You Can Expect
   • Agile Teams

2. Agile Basics
   • User Roles and Personas
   • User Stories
   • Acceptance Criteria
   • Prioritization Techniques
   • Relative Estimating
   • Iterative Approach: Thin Slices

3. Agile Process Framework
   • Vision
   • Roadmap
   • Release
   • Iteration
   • Daily

4. Communication
   • Transparency: Establish and Maintain
   • Main Path Communication
   • Creating Collaboration
   • Beyond the Team

5. Agile Approach
   • What to Watch for: Barriers to success
   • Agile Best Practices
   • Agile Tools
   • Next Steps: Specific to Your Situation!
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May 30 - 31, 2019 | 12:00 - 4:30 PM EST
Jun 13 - 14, 2019 | 12:00 - 4:30 PM EST
Jul 1 - 2, 2019 | 12:00 - 4:30 PM EST
Aug 7 - 8, 2019 | 12:00 - 4:30 PM EST
Sep 4 - 5, 2019 | 12:00 - 4:30 PM EST
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1. What is Agile?
   - Agile Methods
   - Agile Manifesto
   - Agile Principles
   - Why Agile Works

2. A Brief History of Agile
   - Methods Overview
   - The Agile Difference
   - Waterfall vs. Agile

3. Agile Basics
   - The Agile Team
   - Team Sprint
   - Agile Methods
   - Agile Adoption
   - Agile Methods

4. Agile Practices
   - Agile Practices
   - Sprinting
   - Product Vision
   - Product Roadmap
   - Agile Planning
   - The Backlog
   - Spring Planning
   - Running the Sprint
   - Daily Stand-up
   - Backlog Grooming
   - Sprint Demo
5. Becoming Agile

- Top 10 Agile Myths
- Becoming Agile - Statistics
- Common Pitfalls
- Closing Thoughts
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Visit us at www.globalknowledge.com or call us at 1-866-716-6688.
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